
Sustaining shared-view in the seven areas of significance where the most successful leaders standout - Checklist by Ian Berry.

Context - The 16 Monday Morning Momentum videos and 3 handbooks provided January 4th through April 18th 2016 are 
designed to help you to fully appreciate and get the best out of yourself, and other people, in the simplest and most profound 
ways possible. Take action in your own best way and you'll achieve Better Business Results At Less Personal Cost. 
Access all the resources via http://www.ianberry.biz/better-business-results-less-personal-cost/

  
The 9 I’s and the 3 that really matter

1. Information

It’s everywhere, accessible and often 
free to almost everyone. On it’s own 
information has very little value.

2. Insight

It’s available, not easily accessed, 
and yet highly worthy of pursuit 
because it’s the foundation to people 
feeling valued, living values, and 
delivering value.

3. Inspiration and 
Imagination

Very few people take the time and 
energy to get inspired by insight and 
imagine what can be. Become one of 
the few and you’ll have greater value 
to provide than the many.

4. Ideas

Valuing people’s ideas and having 
processes in place so that they’re 
shared is a key to fully appreciating 
and getting the best out of people.

5. Identification

Discovering and deciding on which 
ideas will be given the investment to 
fly is one of the great skills of The 
Appreciative Leader.

6. Implementation

The doing - one quantum leap at 
a time execution of turning ideas 
into innovation.

7. Innovation

The results of implementation. The 
key question to answer is: Have we 
changed what’s normal for the better 
for people, our processes, and our 
business results?

8. Introspection

Reflections on milestones and 
success metrics. Shared-view 
about what’s worth celebrating 
and what can be better.

9. Integration

Integrating learning into 
whatever else is working well for 
you and agreeing on the next one 
thing that will sustain 
momentum.
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Keys to being an Appreciative Leader 
i.e. fully appreciating and getting the best out of yourself and other people

Sustaining shared-view with team members in these seven areas of significance
is foundational to achieving better business results at less personal cost

Good
i.e. basic 

standards of 
performance 

are being 
achieved

Great
i.e. above 

average; better 
than basic

Remarkable
i.e. 

“conspicuously 
extraordinary”

1. Where we are now (reality) (what is) (non biased appreciation of the remarkable, the 
great, the good, the bad, and the ugly)

2. Where we’re going (possibility) (what can be) (Idealistic yet pragmatic articulation of our 
Dreams|Goals|Ambitions)

3. Why we’re going there (purpose) (our reason for being in business, how we’re creating 
more leaders, and fulfilling #1. role of leadership i.e. unleashing and enhancing people’s gifts)

4. How we’ll get there (strategy) (ability to describe our strategy in a single sentence, and 
everyone’s buy-in to it)

5. Who will do what and when (execution) (roles, plans, communication and conversations, 
70:20:10 framework adaption, quality of coaching and mentoring, meaningful meetings)

6. How we’ll know we’re on track (milestones, lead measures, processes*) (how well 
we determine and use the metrics that really matter to us)

7. How we’ll behave along the way (culture and values) (buy-in to the behaviours of our 
values, and the quality of our appreciation and accountability conversations)

The top 3 actions we must take in the next 90 days in priority order

1.
2.
3.

*Processes include policies, procedures, practices, and systems. Management is ensuring all of these mean it’s simple for people to deliver value. Leadership is 
ensuring people feel valued. Employees Feeling Valued, Living Values, and Delivering Value is the heart beat of success in the new world of work. 

These are an outcome of sustaining shared-view in the seven areas of significance.
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Shared-view Review for! ! ! ! !  ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Date:! ! ! !  

Please place an X where your team is now (Good, Great or Remarkable) and a ✔ where you believe you need to move to
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Checklist

The Appreciative Leader Essentials Your implementation/introspection/integration status

1. Appreciating what is (reality)

The 'one great idea' is that full appreciation of what is, 
dramatically increases your likelihood of achieving what can be 
(possibility).

Working on your business action is on page 4. of handbook 3 
(March/April 2016 MMM videos) Download handbook http://
www.ianberry.biz/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/
SustainSharedViewIanBerry.pdf

Working on yourself exercise is on pages 5 & 6 of handbook 3.

2. Imagining what can be (possibility)

The 'one great idea' is that what we truly believe we can 
achieve.

Working on your business action is on pages 7 & 8 of handbook 
3.

Working on yourself exercise is on pages 9 & 10 of handbook 
3.
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The Appreciative Leader Essentials Your implementation/introspection/integration status

3. Why (purpose) you’re moving from what is to what 
can be

The 'one great idea' is that your life only has one purpose, so 
does your business, and the two are connected in an 
unbreakable way.

Working on your business action is on pages 11 & 12 of 
handbook 3.

Working on yourself exercise is on page 13 of handbook 3.

4. How you’ll get where you’re going (strategy)

The 'one great idea' is that strategy is the compass that guides 
your personal and business decisions, and execution is the 
map.

Working on your business and on yourself actions are on pages 
14 & 15 of handbook 3.
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The Appreciative Leader Essentials Your implementation/introspection/integration status

5. Who will do what and when (execution)

The 'one great idea' is that clever answers often hinder  
execution, whereas wise questions accelerate the process.

Working on your business and on yourself action is on page 17 
of handbook 3.

Role clarity actions on page 3 of handbook 1. (January 2016 
MMM videos). Download handbook 1 http://www.ianberry.biz/
wp-content/uploads/2016/02/
IncreasingEmployeeEngagementIanBerry.pdf

The 'one great idea' is that the purpose of every person's role 
in your business is to deliver value, and that clarity of what 
this means for everyone precedes them being accountable.

Performance Possibility Plan (PPP) actions on pages 4 and 5 of 
handbook 1. The 'one great idea' is that for your strategy to 
get executed every employee needs their unique piece of the 
map.

Candid and convivial communication and conversations actions 
on pages 6 - 8 of handbook 1. The 'one great idea' is that 
candid and convivial communication and conversations are 
paramount for success in our personal and business lives. PPP’s 
and Role Clarity are focusing tools.

Embrace the 70:20:10 framework to ensure a learning culture 
actions on page 9 of handbook 1. The 'one great idea' is that 
we learn by doing and that coaching and mentoring and formal 
learning must be in alignment.
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The Appreciative Leader Essentials Your implementation/introspection/integration status

6. How you’ll know you’re on track (milestones and lead 
measures

The 'one great idea' is that in the new world of work only the 
milestones and lead measures that have meaning for people 
have value. ‘What gets measured gets done’ is only party true.

Working on your business and on yourself action is on page 18 
of handbook 3.

7. How you’ll behave along the way (culture and values)

The 'one great idea' is that behaviour determines your culture.

Working on your business and on yourself actions about culture 
are on pages 9 - 11 of handbook 2 which you can download 
http://www.ianberry.biz/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/
LeadershipManagementCulture3.0IanBerry.pdf

Important: Everything explored in the 16 Monday Morning 
Momentum videos 4th January through 18th April 2016, and 
the 3 handbooks provided, are critical to the co-creation of 
your purpose based, people focused culture. 

Your key daily question of yourself and your team is: 

What’s the one area where we need to move from what 
is to what can be today?
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The Appreciative Leader Essentials Your implementation/introspection/integration status

In the Leadership, Management and Culture handbook you 
might also revisit the other key culture creators:

Meaningful business models and meaningful meetings 
(pages 4 and 5) NB My model is updated in handbook 3.

The 'one great idea' is that models don't matter. What matters 
is following proven principles in your own best way.

The number one role of leadership (pages 6 and 7)

The 'one great idea' is that the number one role of leadership 
is to help people to unleash and enhance their gifts (talents).

Management has changed. How much have you? (page 
8)

The 'one great idea' is stop being a manager and let people get 
on with management.

The primary purpose of leadership (pages 12 -16)

The 'one great idea' is that the primary purpose of leadership 
is to create more leaders.
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How I can help you

When I left the corporate world in 1991 to start my own consultancy practice I was successfully 
leading a 100 million dollar business.

I thought people would want to know about my pathway to success particularly as I started at the 
very bottom of the ladder.

I discovered that my way was unlikely to work for you as well as it did for me.

I also discovered that I was competing with a myriad of people teaching their way to success. Their 
way wasn’t working for you as well as it did for them either.

I learned a different way to what the many offer - Work with you and help you in your 
own best way to apply the appreciation principle, in the context of reaching and 
sustaining shared-view in seven areas of significance.

The deepest principle in human nature is the craving to be appreciated - William James

I now know after working with more than 1000 leaders, women and men, in over 40 countries, that 
fully appreciating and getting the best out of yourself and other people, in your own best way, leads 
to better business results at less personal cost, and a 5 to 7 figure return on your investment.

The details of how I can work with you are here.

The leaders responsibility is to take care of people so that people can take care of the business, says Simon Sinek.

My role is to compel, appreciate, and energise you to do this in your own best way.
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